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Abstract 
In this paper the communication complexity C(m,) of the cardinality of set intersection, 
m,, say, will be determined up to one bit: 
n +r10g2(n + i)l- i G C(m,)< n +riog,(~ + 111. 
The proof for the lower bound can also be applied to a larger class of “sum-type” functions 
sharing the property that f(0, y) =f(x, 0) = 0 for all possible x, y. Furthermore, using Kraft’s 
inequality for prefix codes, it is possible to find a communication protocol, which for II = 2’, 
t 2 2, assumes the lower bound. The upper bound is assumed for n = 2’ - 1, t E N. 
1. Introduction 
The communication complexity of a function f: X x Y + Z(X, Y, Z finite), denoted 
as C(f), is the number of bits that two processors, PI and P2 say, have to exchange in 
order to compute the function value f(x, y), when initially PI only knows x E X and 
P2 only knows y E Y. Communication follows a predetermined protocol in which each 
message depends on the respective processor’s input and on the previous messages 
transmitted. Let Q denote the set of protocols computing f such that finally both 
processors know the result, and let IP(x, y) be the number of bits transmitted for the 
input (x, y), when the protocol P E Q is used. Then the (worst-case) communication 
complexity is 
In this paper the communication complexity of sum-type functions is considered. 
A sum-type function fn : X ” x Y” + Z, where X and Y are finite sets, is defined by 
(1.2) 
for x” = (x1 ,..., x,)~X”,y”=(y~ ,..., y,)~Y”andf:Xx Y+ZcZ. 
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From now on it is always assumed thatfis Boolean, so Z = (0, l}. Furthermore, we 
consider only the case X = Y:= (0, . . . . q - l}, where q is denoted as alphabet size. 
An upper bound on the communication complexity C(fJ is obtained from the 
following trivial protocol: Processor 1 sends all the bits of its input x”. Now the second 
processor is able to compute the result which he returns to Pr . This protocol requires 
rlogz(lXln)] + rlog,(n + l)] bits. Hence, 
C(h) G rmmi + rlog,(n + 1~1. (1.3) 
To each kei? is associated the function-value matrix Fnfk:= (~~n,~n)~“,~~~n, where 
1, if f,(x”,y”) = k, 
Lzx”,P = 
0, else. 
The communication complexity is lower bounded by the rank of these function-value 
matrices, namely 
. (1.4) 
In this bound, first introduced by Mehlhorn and Schmidt in [4], the rank can be 
chosen over an arbitrary field, but we will always use the rank over the real numbers. 
Yao [7] introduced the notion of communication complexity. The first sum-type 
functions, studied in this context by El Gamal and Pang [3], were the Hamming 
distance and the set-intersection function 
m,:{O,l}“x{O,1}“-+Z with m(x,y) = x.y for x,y~{O, l} (1.5) 
that gives the cardinality of the intersection of the two sets represented by x” and 
y” E (0, l}“. This function is intensively discussed in Section 3. It turns out that the 
communication complexity can be determined up to one bit 
n + riOg,(n + 1)~ - i G c(m,) G n + riOg,(n + 1~1. (1.6) 
Moreover, the upper bound is assumed for n = 2’ - 1, t E N. 
Further, in Section 3 it is shown that, applying Kraft’s inequality, for n = 2’, t 2 2, it 
is possible to find a communication protocol, which saves one bit of transmission 
compared to the trivial protocol (Theorem 3). So the lower bound in (1.6) is assumed 
infinitely often. A similar technique was used by Ahlswede and Cai in a recent paper 
on the communication complexity of vector-valued functions [l] to demonstrate that 
for determining the intersection of x” and y” only rnlog,(3)] bits have to be 
transmitted in the worst case (the trivial protocol requires 2n bits). 
The lower bound in (1.6) will be proved in Section 2 (Theorems 1 and 2). The 
proof extends to a large class of sum-type functions sharing the property that 
f(O,y) =f(x,O) = 0 for all x,yE(O, . . . . q - l}. 
Examples are given in Section 4. Especially, for q = 3 there are two such functions: 
gn(Xn,y”):= ({i: Xi >yi}I counts the components, in which xi > yi, and hn()tn, yn):= 
Iii: {xi,Yi} = {O, l}>l is a distance discussed by Van Lint in [6]. 
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As a further application of the results in Section 2 it is possible to asympto- 
tically determine the communication complexity of all sum-type functions 
fn : {O, 42)” x (0, L2)” --) b with Booleanf: (0, 1,2} x {0,1,2} -+ (0, l> (Theorem 4). 
2. The lower hound 
In the following let X := (0, . . . . q - l} and let f. X”xX”+E be a sum-type 
function with the additional properties: 
(i) f is Boolean, hencef: X x X --) (0, l}, (2.1) 
(ii) f(O,y) = 0 for all YEX, (2.2) 
(iii) f(x,O) = 0 for all xEX. (2.3) 
Hence in the function matrix (f(~,y))~+~ offi =fthe first row and the first column 
only consist of zeroes. We will make good use of this observation in the proof of the 
following theorem. But before stating the theorem we will introduce some further 
notations. 
Definition 1. A matrix A is said to have full rank, if all the columns (resp. rows) in 
A different from the all-zero vector 0 are linearly independent. 
Definition 2. Let Fnvk, n 2 1, ke Z, be the function-value matrices of a sum-type 
function f,. A new parameter t E N is introduced to define the matrices 
F n,k,f= j~o(_l)i(~).p*-i. 
Observe that F&k,0 = F”.k and that Fn.kJ _ F”.k- 1,t = F%kJ+l. 
If the elements x”, y”cX” are ordered lexicographically in the function matrix 
F” = (_Mx”, Y”)L”,~vx n of a sum-type function fn, then this matrix has a recursive 
block structure, namely 
F”+l = 
where 
F” + aoo.J ... F” + a~,,-1.J 
F”+ u,_~,~..J ... F”+ a,-I,,-1.J 
(2.5) 
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is the function matrix F 1 off= jr and J is the all-one matrix. From this we can derive 
a block structure for the matrices FnSk and FnSk*’ and find that 
F n+l,k,t = (2.6) 
Theorem 1. Let fn: X” xX”+ Z be a sum-type function described as above. Zf the 
function-value matrix F Iv0 off has full rank, then the matrices Fn*k*t, keZ, t E N, have 
full rank too for all n 2 1. 
Proof (Induction on n). For n = 1 it is 
.F’.O _ (_l)k-1. .F’.’ 
= (- l)k. (($F1,o - (tr l).~lJ). 
Now from the properties (2.1)-(2.3) it follows that (- l)k. Flqk*’ is of the form 
(_l)k.FLk’= 
t 0 k 
where the entries of A are (l) and -(k! I ). Now subtracting the first row from all the 
other rows transforms (- l)k. F lVk*r to the matrix 
T= 
(:) (:) -** (:> 
0 
B 
0 
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Here 
0 0 *** 0 
0 
F 1.1 = 1: . FL1 I . * 0 
But 
det((-l)kF’*k*‘) = det(T) = (L)-det(- (‘l ‘)*Fi*‘) 
= (:)-(- (‘i ‘))il-‘.det(F$‘). 
Now the following four cases can occur (observe that in each case F ‘* 1 = F’s0 has full 
rank, since for any Boolean matrix A: Irank - rank(Z)] < 1 (e.g. [S, p. 9343)): 
Case 1: (:),(kil) #O. Then det(F1*k.‘) # 0, since F’,’ has full rank and so 
det(F:“) # 0. 
Case2 (:)#O,(,~l)=O.ThenF’*k*‘=_ + (L). F lb0 has full rank as a multiple of 
Fr.0 
Case 3: (:) = 0, (kfr) #O. Then F’*kp’ = + (kfl).F1*l has full rank as a multiple 
of F’,‘. 
CUSe4: (r) = (k:,) = 0. Then F’,kVf is the all-zero matrix, which of course has full 
rank too, because there are no columns different from 0. So all the matrices F l*kqf, 
k E Z, t E N have full rank. 
Now assume that the theorem is proved for some n E N. We consider a matrix 
Fn+l*k*t for arbitrary keZ and t c N and let 
(2.7) 
be a linear combination of the columns in F”+‘T~*~ . Because of the properties (2.2), (2.3) 
and (2.6) we know that the matrix Fn+l,k.r has the recursive structure 
F - n+l,k,t _ 
F n.kJFn,k,t . . . F”,k,’ 
F n.k. I F&k-%J . . . F&k-a,,,-,,: 
\F n.k.1 F-k-‘+,.l,r . . . F".k-a,-,,,_l,f 
(2.8) 
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Now observe that because of this block structure a column ajn+ I in F”+ lgkVr isgiven 
by 
0 
aj.+l 
1 
ain+, = 
CZj.+, 
::1 
. . 
q-1 
Llj.+, 
Here u,!~+~:= (u,i”,j”+‘)i”Exm, where r~(0, . . ..q - l} andjn+lEX”+l are fixed and ri” 
denotes an element in X”+ ’ with the first component VEX. Obviously u;+~ is either 
a column in Fn,k,t, in the following denoted as ajn, or a column in Fn*k-l*z, from now 
on denoted as bjn. Now 
q-1 q-1 
Q= C Sn+l’Ujn+l = 1 C Asj”‘Usj”= 1 C Lsj”‘Usj” 
J .n+lEX”+l S=O j”EX” j”EX” s=o 
q-1 
US;” 
= C C A,.’ i 
/ I . j”EX” SE0 a$, ’ 
From this it follows at once that for all r = 0, . . . . q - 1 we have the equation 
q-1 
O= 1 C ;lsj”‘UGn. 
j”EX” S=O 
(2.9) 
ForeveryrE{O,...,q - l} there is a set I, withf(r, s) = 0 for all s E I, andf(r, s) = 1 for 
all SEX \I,. But this means that Fn*k-a~*,r = Fn*k*t for all SEZ, and so ai. = Ujn (a 
column in Fn.k,t) f or all SE I,. Analogously a$ = bjn (a column in Fn*k-lpt) for all 
s E X \ I,. Particularly for r = 0 it is IO = X because of (2.2). So 
q-1 
O = C C A,.. Uzn = C ‘il ‘1,. Ujn. 
j”EX” s=O j”cX” ( ) s=o 
By induction Fnsk,* has full rank. Hence the columns different from 0 in F”,k” are 
linearly independent, hence either ajn = 0 or Cz;t &jn = 0 for all j” E X “. 
For r = 1, . . . , q - 1 (2.9) yields 
Now two cases can occur: 
Case I: ajn # 0. Then Czit 1,. = 0 and SO CScl, 1,. = - &eX,I, I,.. 
Case II: ajm = 0. Then Uj’ - bjn = - bjn. 
In both cases it is 0 = Cj”EX” (C,,x,r, i,n).(bjn - ain). 
Of course, bjn - Uj’ is a column in Fn,k-l*l - Fn*k*t = - F”*kst+l, which has full 
rank too by induction. bin = ajn cannot occur, unless both columns are 0. So for every 
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j” E X n either ajm = 0 and bjn = 0 or we have one of the following systems of equations 
for the scalars I,.: 
Case I: ajn # 0. Then we have the equations 
(01 c il,. = 0 
SEX 
(4 - 1) C 2,. = 0. 
SE&, 
But this could be expressed in matrix notation as 
Now F Iso has full rank q. So F Iv0 *x = 0 can only occur for x 
0 for all sE{O, . . ..q - l}. 
Case II: ajn = 0 (and bjn # 0). Then we have the equations 
(4 - 1) 1 &j” = 0. 
seX\I,_, 
Now 
F’,‘- - 
= 0, hence 2,. must be 
where Fl’ ’ has full rank q - 1, because F ‘* 1 has full rank. Since 0 r$ X \I, for 
r=l , . . . . q - 1, we can express the equations above in matrix notation as 
As F:* ’ has full rank q - 1, F:’ ’ ax = 0 can only occur for x = 0, and hence 
;iij. = . . . = 2, _ I,j” = 0. 
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SO for every j”+ r EX “+ ’ it is clear that either Ujn+l = 0 or &.+I = 0 in the linear 
combination (2.7). Hence all the rows different from 0 in F”+ l*k*r are linearly indepen- 
dent and Fn+1*“3r has full rank by Definition 1. Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 0 
Theorem 2. Let f. :X ’ x Xn + Z be Q sum-type function that fuljills the conditions of 
Theorem 1. Then the communication complexity offn can be determined up to 2 bits: 
Ic(fn) - rnlOgz(dl - rlOgz(n + 1)ll G 2. 
Proof. By the trivial protocol (1.3) obviously C(fn) < rnlog,(q)l+ rlog,(n + l)l, 
since fn only takes values in (0, . . ., n}. 
Theorem 1 will now be applied to find a lower bound for C( fn) via the rank bound 
(1.4). From Theorem 1 we know that particularly all the function-value matrices 
F”,k = F&k,0 have full rank. Hence all the columns different from 0 in Fnvk are linearly 
independent. So we still have to count those columns in order to determine the rank of 
the function-value matrices. Therefore, let z(n,k) denote the number of columns 
different from 0 in FnPk. Obviously, we have the starting values 
z(1,O) = q, z(l,l) = q - 1 and z(l,k) = 0 for keZ\(O, 11. (2.10) 
Furthermore, the first row of F”*’ only consists of zeroes, hence 
z(n,O) = q” for all n > 1. (2.11) 
Now if a column in Fnrk-l, k 3 1, is 0, then the corresponding column in F”*k is also 0. 
This can be easily shown by induction on n. So together with (2.10) and (2.11) we have 
the following recursion formula for the numbers z(n, k): 
z(n+ l,k)=z(n,k)+(q- l).z(n,k- 1). (2.12) 
Let us denote u(n) := C;=, z(n, k). Observe that C( f.) > log,(a(n)), since z(n, k) = 
rank(FnPk). Now 
u(n) = i z(n,k) = q” + i z(n,k) = q” 
+ i [z(n-l,k)+(q-l).z(n-l,k-l)] 
k=l 
= q” + i z(n - 1, k) + (q - 1). i z(n - 1, k - 1) 
k=l k=l 
n-l 
> 
n-l 
= (q - l)q”-’ + q”-’ + 1 z(n - 1,k - 1) + (q - 1). c z(n - 1,k) 
k=l k=O 
= (q - l)q”-’ + q.a(n - 1). 
From this recursion it can be derived by induction that 
a(n) = (n + l)*q” - n*q”-‘. (2.13) 
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Now from (2.13) the communication complexity off” can be computed. By (1.4) 
C(L) 2 rh3,(44)i = rbgd(n + lbf - n.c)i 
=pog++ lbP(l -(n+y).q))l 
= log,(n + 1) + nlog,(q) + log, 1 - 
r ( (n +nl).q 11 
since 
3 rhe + l)i+ rh,bdi - 2, 
log, 1 - 
( 
(n+nl).q)Hog,(l +log~(:)= - 1. 0 
3. The set-intersection function 
From Theorem 2 we can conclude that for the class of sum-type functions con- 
sidered in this paper it is never possible to save more than two bits of transmission, 
compared to the trivial protocol. In the following it is shown that for some nE N it is 
indeed possible to save one bit of communication for the computation of the set- 
intersection function m,, by application of Kraft’s inequality. m, gives the number of 
elements in the intersection of the two sets represented by x” and y”~ (0, 11”. The 
function matrix A4 1 = (z y) of m obviously is of the form required in Theorem 1. Since 
now q = 2, we have with (2.13) 
u(n) = (n + 2).2”-‘, (3.1) 
which yields for the communication complexity 
C(m,) > riog, a(n)1 = riog,(n + 2)1+ n - 1 
= Pg,(n + Ul+ 4 
i 
if n=2’- 1, tEFV, 
[log& + 1)1 + n - 1, else. 
So, for the set-intersection function upper and lower bound differ by at most one bit 
and coincide if n = 2’ - 1, t E N. 
Now let n = 4, so [log,@ + 1)1 = 3 and 6 G C(m,) < 7 by (3.1). We will now give 
an encoding procedure that makes use of the fact that Pz has additional information, 
when it knows the exact value of PI. For instance, if P2 knows that x4 = (O,O,O,O) is
the empty set, then the intersection must also be empty and it is not necessary that 
Pz gives further information. If Pz knows that the set represented by x4 contains only 
one element (e.g. x4 = (O,O, 0, l)), then the answer can only be 0 or 1 and hence be 
encoded as one bit, etc. 
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So in order to save one bit of communication the empty set (O,O, 0,O) can be 
encoded as a string of length Z((O,O, 0 O)) = 6 digits. A set x consisting of one element 
can be encoded as a string of length I(x) = 5 digits. Accordingly, a set that contains 
two or three elements can be encoded with four digits, because the correct answer only 
needs two bits, and the full set (1, 1, 1,l) must be encoded with 1((1, 1, 1, 1)) = 3 bits. It 
is usually required that the possible messages form a prefix code (no message is the 
beginning of another one) in order to assure that P2 can begin its transmission 
immediately after PI has finished, and vice versa. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of a prefix code with given lengths I(i) of the codewords c(i) is Kraft’s 
inequality. Such a code exists if and only if xi 2- ‘G) < 1. In our example this yields: 
1 2 2-6 + 4.2-5 + 6.2-4 + 4.2-4 + 2-3 
or equivalently, 
6421+4.2+6.4+4.4+8=57, 
which is obviously true. So in this example it is possible to save one bit of communica- 
tion, when the sets are encoded as described above. Analogously for general n E N 
Kraft’s inequality yields the following condition (observe that Llog,(i) J + 1 
=rlogz(i + 1)1 for i = 1,2, ._.) 
2n+rbg,(n+l)1-r 2 1 + i y .2Lh2(i)J+1. 0 i=l l (3.2) 
Whenever this condition is fulfilled, it is possible to achieve the lower bound for the 
communication complexity of the set-intersection function. 
Now let n = 2’, t c N, t 2 2. Then rlog,(n + 1)1= log,(n) + 1 and the left-hand side 
of (3.2) becomes 2” + “s#) = n. 2”. The right-hand side can be estimated by 
l+i 0 ? .2tNh(i)J+ 1 = 1 + 2. 
1 
i 
i=l i=l 
0 1 .2tb(i)l 
1 
= 1 + 2. i 
i=l 
0 : . (2bdi) _ 2h(i) + 2LhCi)l) 
= 1 + n. y _ i 0 y . (2h&) _ 2L~ogAi)J)~ i=l f 
Since t 2 2 and thus n = 2’ 2 4, there exists an in { 1, . . . , n} such that i= 
2’%2(‘) >2Ltos~(i)J~ f..f ence the right-hand side cannot be greater than n.2” and (3.2) holds. 
Let us resume the facts about the communication complexity of the set-intersection 
function. 
Theorem 3. (1) The communication complexity C(m,) can be determined up to one bit, 
namely n + rlog,(n + l)l- 1 < C(m,) G n + rl0g,(n + l)]. 
(2) The lower bound as well as the upper bound are assumed injinitely often. Especially 
(3) C(m,) = n + rlog,(n + 1)J for n = 2’ - 1, te N, and 
(4) C(m,) = n + rlog,(n + 1)1- 1 for n = Z’, t E N, t $ 2. 
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4. Alphabet size q > 2 
For alphabet size 4 = 2 the set-intersection function is the only one that fulfills the 
conditions of Theorem 1. For 4 = 3 up to equivalence there exist two such functions. 
They are determined by one of the following function matrices (f(x, Y))~,_ i,,, i, *I off: 
Fa=[i H !] a.i.-/ll 8 J. 
Together with the functions determined by the function matrices 
&=[; 8 $ +[p p J, F,?[! p J 
they are the only non-trivial sum-type functions f,: (0, 1,2}” x {0,1,2}” + H, with 
Booleanf: (0, 1,2} x (0, 1,2} + (0, l}. Non-trivial means here that no column or row 
occurs twice in the function matrix. Of course, the matrices F,, . . . , Fe can be trans- 
formed by interchanging rows and columns, by taking the complement, or by 
a rotation. But those operations have no influence on the communication complexity, 
since each processor has full information about the function matrix. 
Theorem 4. Let fn : (0, 1,2}” x (0, 1,2}” + E be any non-trivial sum-type function with 
Boolean f: (0, 1,2} x (0, 1,2} + (0, l}. Then the communication complexity is asymp- 
totically l/n. C(fJ = lag,(3). 
Proof. As seen above there are only five such functions up to transformations that 
have no influence on the communication complexity. The communication complexity 
of the functions determined by F, and Fb is known from Theorem 2, which gives the 
desired asymptotic behaviour. 
Now observe that in F,, Fd and F, all the zeroes lie above the main diagonal, hence 
the function value matrix F ‘*’ is upper triangular. This property is inherited by the 
function-value matrices Fnso = F lso @ ... @ F ‘*O for all n > 1 (here 0 denotes the 
Kronecker product; the formula follows from (2.6), since F”sk is the all-zero matrix for 
all k < 0). They therefore have full rank 3”. With the rank bound (1.4) now 
C(f.) B log,(rank(Fn9’)) = n lag,(3), and because the upper bound (1.3) is of the same 
order of magnitude, l/n. C(fJ = lag,(3) in this case too. 0 
Interchanging the first and last column transforms F, to 
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which is the function matrix of g : (0, 1,2) x (0, 1,2} + (0, 1} defined by 
g(x, Y) = 
{ 
0, if x < y, 
1, if x > y. 
Hence the sum-type function gn((xl, . . . , x,), (y, , . . ., yn)) gives the number of compo- 
nents in which Xi > Yi. 
Fb can be interpreted as the function matrix of h,: (0, 1, *}” x {0, 1, *}” + h, where 
h,(x”, y”) counts those components in which {Xi,Yi} = (0, 11. Thus, positions in which 
x” or y” have a star do not contribute to the sum. This distance function was 
intensively discussed by Van Lint in [6]. From Theorem 2 we now can conclude the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 1. (a) lC(g,) - rn10g,(3)1 - rlog,Ot + l)]I d 2, 
(b) IC(M- r~log,Wl-rlogd + Wll~ 2. 
Of course, both functions can easily be extended to alphabet size q > 3, and a result 
corresponding to Corollary 1 holds too in this case. 
5. Concluding remarks 
(1) For alphabet size q 2 3 a q-ary encoding of the messages exchanged by 
the two processors eems to be more appropriate than the usual binary encoding. 
In this case it turns out that the communication complexity of the sum-type 
functions considered in this paper can be determined up to one letter in the 
corresponding alphabet. Analogously to the set-intersection function one then 
can apply Kraft’s inequality to find an appropriate encoding procedure. We 
then obtain the following condition which guarantees that one letter of transmission 
can be saved: 
4 n+P%(n+l)1-’ 2 1 + i ‘: .(q _ l)‘.qpog~(‘)J+l~ 0 j=l 1 (5.1) 
By computer research we found that (5.1) is fulfilled for q = 2 and n = 4,8,9,10, 
16 ,..., 22,32 ,..., 46,64 ,..., 94,128 ,..., 190,256 ,..., 372 and for q=3 and n=27,81, 
82,83. 
(2) According to Theorem 4 one can also consider non-trivial sum-type functions 
fn: (O,1,2,3) x (O,1,2,3) -+ Z with Boolean J: (0,1,2,3) x (0,1,2,3) + (0, 11. An 
inspection shows that almost all function-value matrices F’*’ of those functions 
have rank 4. Since the rank over the real numbers is multiplicative under the 
Kronecker product, F”g” = F ‘*’ 0 ... @J F ‘TO then has rank 4”. So the communica- 
tion complexity of fn can asymptotically be determined in this case, namely 
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l/n. C(fJ = log2(4) = 2. The only exception is the function described by the matrix 
F= 
Here F has rank 3, but it is possible to apply another lower bound for the communica- 
tion complexity of sum-type functions, which was introduced in [2]. It was shown that 
C(fJ > nlog,(lX 1. ) Yl/M(f)), where M(f) denotes the size of the largest rectangle 
A x B, A c X, B c Y, on which the 4-word condition holds: 
f(a,b) -f(a’,b) -f(a,b’) +f(a’,b’) = 0, for a,a’~A and b,b’~B. 
Obviously here M(f) = 4 (e.g. A = (0, l}, B = {2,3)), hence 
4.4 
CCL)2~10& 4 =2.n. ( > 
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